Abstract. We establish sharp asymptotics for the LP-norm of Hermite polynomials and prove convergence in distribution of suitably normalized Wick powers. The results are combined with numerical integration to study an extremal problem on Wiener chaos.
Introduction
Hermite polynomials arise quite naturally whenever Gaussian variables are involved. They also play an important role as eigenfunctions for the quantummechanical harmonic oscillator. Their LP-norms should therefore be of general interest. The main object of this paper is to derive precise asymptotics for these norms with p fixed (Theorem 2.1, Remark 3.2). This is done by direct calculations based on a classical asymptotic expansion by Plancherel and Rotach. As an application we give a partial negative answer to an extremal question posed by Janson (Proposition 5.1). This matter is then further analyzed, chiefly using numerical methods. A short intermezzo treats weak convergence of suitably normalized Wick powers of a Gaussian variable (Theorem 4.3).
This paper is a shortened version of [L] , where further information can be found. The author wishes to thank his advisor Svante Janson for his help and support.
Notation h OO
We shall take the Hermite polynomials { ~}n=0 to be monic and orthogonal with respect to the Gaussian measure d"/(x)= (27c)-1/2e-X2/2 dx. The LP-norms will be taken with respect to this measure, so that II/11~= (fR IIF d~) 1/p for measurable functions f. The Hermite polynomials are oscillating up to the largest zero, which is N-O(n-1/6), with N= 4nx/4h~2 IS]. We shall let N keep this meaning throughout.
Indicator (characteristic) functions are denoted by 1, and c will denote positive finite constants, not necessarily the same on each occurrence.
Main result
Our main result is the following theorem, to be proved in Section 3 below. Recall that, with our normalization, Ilhnll2=~. v . Remark 2.6. For p<2 one value can be given explicitly: c(1)=27/4/7r 5/4. It is also easy to see that c(p) is increasing on (0, 2) (of course) and decreasing on (2, oc) with finite limits c(O)=(e/87r)U4 and c(oc)=(27c)-U4. Moreover, c(p)~
